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Parkonect’s plug-and-play universal barcode readers instantly bring your 
indoor or outdoor facility to the cloud, adding online sales and other 
innovative parking technology to empower you to make the most intelligent 
decisions to drive additional revenue to your asset.

Deployed alone or alongside legacy equipment, our Parkonect Cloud Add-On 
Kiosk provides you with a cost-effective approach to digitize your parking 
operations while providing your parkers multiple tech-forward options to 
access your facility, including Text2Enter and Parking Cashier modules.

These readers encompass the full functionality of PARCS with the exception
of a ticket dispenser. That means instant integrations with every major online
seller, ability to accept GPS-enabled iPhone/Android monthly passes, 
Parkonect's proprietary ParkingPass Generator program for guests, hotel 
self-parking module, 3rd party valet tracking and, of course, all the real-time 
logs, counts and controls from our cloud-based dashboard, accessible anytime, 
anywhere through any Internet-connected device.
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360 Degree Cloud Controlled

Unmatched API Integrations

Simplified Setup/Infrastructure

Credit Card In/Out Capable

Zero Moving Parts

Fabricated & Built in the USA

Cloud 
Add-On Kiosk



Features
Standard Integrations: Instant integrations with all major reservation/
aggregator companies

Credit Card (Optional): End-to-end encrypted, PCI-compliant reader to enable
calculation and payment for overstays and early arrivals

Monthly Parking Access Options: QR code-based keytags, hard passes, iPhone/
Android GPS-activated passes, and LPR & RFID Ready

LPR enabled (Optional): Full license plate reading systems

Intercoms (Optional): VOIP, standard; Commend, Umojo, Stentofon or Parker

Custom Graphics: Full-color graphics including site/operator logo

Specifications
Power: 24vDC, 1.5A (Low Voltage - plug in transformer)

Inputs: Internet (DSL or better), Cat 5/6, loop sense (isolated dry contact), RFID 
(AVI or prox. card) and barcodes

Operating Conditions: 120ºF to -20ºF (50ºC to -30ºC), 95% humidity, 
indoor/outdoor

1D & 2D Bar Code Formats: 39, I2 of 5, 128, UPC/EAN, 93, QR, PDF417, Data Matrix, 
Aztec and more

Housing: Heavy gauge powder-coated aluminum construction, weather gaskets 
and lockable backs with custom housing colors available upon request
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